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ABSTRACT
In this work we study different dynamic processes for filling tori and n×∞ bands with
edge-to-edge black and white squares at random.
First we present a simulation for the Random Sequential Adsorption (RSA) with
nearest-neighbor rejection on n×n tori. We are interested in the ratio of black to total
tiles once the domain is saturated for large domains.
Next we study the annealing process. Given a random excited tiling of an n×n torus,
we show that as t →∞ the system reaches a stable state in which no tile is excited. This
stable state can either be a tiling whose tiles are all the same color, or is formed by vertical
or horizontal strips of alternating colors.
The third process consists of stamping a d-dimensional nd torus with a stamp con-
sisting of a finite number S of colored d-cubes replacing, at each time t , the tiles of the
domain by the stamp at a position chosen randomly with uniform distribution. We show
that the ratio of a particular color of cubes c to nd remains “close to” the ratio of c cubes
on the stamp to S.
Finally we analyze the accretion of layers of width n that satisfy nearest-neighbor
rejection and guarantee saturation. In this case we show that the expected ratio of
black tiles to the total number of tiles, as time t →∞ is given by ρ(n) = (nPn+1+ (n+
1)Pn)/(4nQn) where Pn and Qn are the n-th Pell and Pell-Lucas numbers respectively.
Moreover we show that as n →∞, ρ(∞)= (1+p2)/8.
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INTRODUCTION
The study of tilings of the Euclidean Plane by edge-to-edge colored squares generated
at random serve as models for different phenomena that occur in nature if some re-
strictions/constraints are applied to to the dynamic process of generating the tilings, or
mapping a tiling to another tiling with prescribed conditions.
In this work we study the limiting behavior, as t →∞, of dynamical systems where the
coloring of a torus or an n×∞ stripes tiled by edge to edge colored unit squares changes
according to near-neighbor conditions imposed on the squares.
In the first chapter we study the Random Sequential Adsorption problem for monomers
with near-neighbor rejection. That is, if we assign black color to the monomer, we do not
allow two black tiles to be near-neighbors. We are interested in the ratio of black tiles to
total tiles, ∆∞, on infinitely large tori. This case is well studied in the literature since 1939
(P. Flory [5]). There is no known exact solution for dimensions d > 1.
We present a proof that for the one dimensional case, ∆∞ = (1−e−2)/2, based on [5].
We also include the code written in C to simulate the case for d > 1. The code has
been extremely optimized to be able to run on big domains. The results obtained by our
program agree with those found on the literature.
In the second chapter we study the case where, at each time t an “excited” tile from
a tiling τ is chosen at random with uniform distribution and its color is changed. The
resulting tiling σ will happen to have global temperature less than or equal to τ, and we
prove that as t →∞ the system gives rise to a tiling with no excited tiles. This is a quite
simplistic model of annealing, though we conclude the chapter with a more realistic
approach.
In Chapter Three we define a “stamp” as a configuration of colored squares and proved
that for any n dimensional torus and any given “stamp”, as t →∞, stamping the torus at
random positions with uniform distribution, the ratio of squares of a chosen color on the
1
torus will remain close to the ratio of squares of that color on the stamp.
Finally we analyze the accretion of layers of width n that satisfy near-neighbor rejec-
tion and guarantee saturation. In this case we show that the expected ratio of black tiles
to the total number of tiles, as time t →∞ is given by ρ(n)= (nPn+1+ (n+1)Pn)/(4nQn)
where Pn and Qn are the n-th Pell and Pell-Lucas numbers respectively. Moreover we
show that as n →∞, ρ(∞)= (1+p2)/8.
It is worth mentioning that each of the processes described before are fundamentally
different. Not only the first two require finite time to complete but the ratios of black
squares to domain size are all different.
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Chapter 1
RANDOM SEQUENTIAL ADSORPTION
Some processes in chemistry and physics can be modeled by irreversible random sequen-
tial adsorption processes. The way chains of polymers are generated can be modeled on a
one-dimensional lattice, while adsorption of particles in membranes and photochemical
reactions on crystalline solids are modeled in 2 and 3 dimensional lattices respectively.
In this chapter we study the irreversible random sequential adsorption model with
nearest-neighbor rejection on square lattices with two colors assigned to the squares.
Rejection is to happen among black squares. The process of filling the lattice takes place
at random, with uniform distribution among all available spots.
We are interested in calculating the expected ratio of black squares to the total number
of squares, once saturation is reached on infinite lattices.
To avoid boundary problems, the simulations for this process take place on square
tori. Since we are dealing with only two colors, each square in the torus uses only one bit
of memory space.
The follows definitions will be used both on this chapter for RSA process as well as in
the next chapter for the annealing process.
Let m,n ∈N be fixed. Let ∼ be the relation on R×R given by (x0, y0)∼ (x1, y1) iff there
exist α,β ∈Z such that x1 = x0+αm and y1 = y0+βn.
We will work on the flat m×n torus Tm×n = (R×R)/∼. For every i , j ∈ Z let [i , j ]=
{(x, y) : |x− i | ≤ 1/2, |y − j | ≤ 1/2}/∼ and let τ : (Z×Z)/∼→ {0,1} be a “color” assignment.
We can think of τ as a tiling of Tm×n by black and white squares where [i , j ] is black if
τ(i , j )= 0 and white if τ(i , j )= 1.
Let Σ be the collection of all such tilings. Notice that |Σ| = 2mn .
Definition 1.1. Two tiles [i , j ] and [k, l ] are near-neighbors if |i −k|+ | j − l | = 1, taking
the convention that we are working mod m in the x coordinate and mod n in the y
3
coordinate.
Definition 1.2. Let τ ∈Σ. The temperature of the tile [i , j ] of τ, Tτ(i , j ) is given by
Tτ(i , j )=
∑
k,l
|i−k|+| j−l |=1
|τ(i , j )−τ(k, l )|.
LetA ⊂Σ be the subset of all tilings in Σ such that τ ∈A if no two near-neighbors of
τ are black.
For any τ ∈A , we say that the tile [i , j ] in τ is available if Tτ(i , j )= 0. Notice that only
white tiles can have temperature 0. We will call τ a saturated tiling if τ has no available
tiles, and unsaturated otherwise.
Suppose [i , j ] is available in τ, letφ : {1, . . . ,m}×{1, . . . ,n}×A →A be given asφτ(i , j )=
σ where
σ(k, l )=

τ(k, l ) if (k, l ) 6= (i , j );
1 if (k, l )= (i , j ).
Let Iτ = {[i1, j1], . . . , [in(τ), jn(τ)]} be the set of all available tiles in τ.
The RSA process starts with the tiling τ0 whose tiles [i , j ] are all white. That is, τ0(i , j )=
0 for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and each j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}.
If at time t the tiling τt is unsaturated, a tile [i , j ] ∈ Iτt is chosen at random with
uniform distribution to obtain τt+1 =φτt (i , j ).
Notice that it takes at most mn/2 steps to reach a saturated tiling. Moreover, the
number of steps, N , required to saturate is the number of black tiles. We are interested in
studying the ratio ∆∞ =N /(mn) as n,m →∞.
1.1 One dimensional case
The one dimensional case was studied by P. J. Flory [5] in 1939, in relation to a study on
how bonding chains of polymers were formed. We present here a variation of his proof
using difference equations.
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Let Tn be the one dimensional torus.
Let an , bn , cn be strings of length n whose ending tiles are: both black for an ; black to
the left and white to the right for bn ; white to the left and black to the right for cn .
Let An , Bn and Cn be the expected number of black tiles that appear in an , bn and cn
respectively.
We have that
An = 2
n
n−2∑
i=1
Ai + 1
n
Bn−1+ 1
n
Cn−1. (1.1)
By symmetry it is clear that Bn =Cn . Furthermore Bn−1 = An .
Then (1.1) can be written as:
An = 2
n
n−2∑
i=1
Ai + 2
n
An ,
from which we obtain:
(n−2)An = 2
n−2∑
i=1
Ai (1.2)
and
(n−2)An = 2
n−3∑
i=1
Ai +2An−2. (1.3)
Also, from (1.2) we get by index shifting
(n−3)An−1 = 2
n−3∑
i=1
Ai , (1.4)
and subtracting (1.4) from (1.3) we obtain
(n−2)An − (n−3)An−1 = 2An−2
(n−2)(An − An−1)= 2An−2− An−1
(n−2)(An − An−1)= An−2− (An−1− An−2).
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Setting ∆n = An − An−1 we get
(n−2)∆n = An−2−∆n−1, (1.5)
and by index shifting
(n−3)∆n−1 = An−3−∆n−2. (1.6)
Subtracting (1.6) from (1.5) we get:
∆n −∆n−1 = −2
n−2(∆n−1−∆n−2). (1.7)
with initial conditions A1 = 1, A2 = 1, and A3 = 2. So∆2 = A2−A1 = 0 and∆3 = A3−A2 = 1.
Then (1.7) can be written as
∆n −∆n−1 = (−2)
n−3
(n−2)! (∆3−∆2)=
(−2)n−3
(n−2)! (1.8)
So
∆n = (−2)
n−3
(n−2)! +∆n−1 = 1−1+
4
3!
− 8
4!
+·· ·+ (−2)
n−3
(n−2)!
= 1
2
(
1−
(
1−2+ 4
2!
− 8
3!
+ 16
4!
+·· ·+ (−2)
n−2
(n−2)!
))
= 1
2
(
1−
n−2∑
k=0
(−2)k
k !
)
Taking the limit as n →∞we get that
∆∞ = lim
n→∞∆n =
1−e−2
2
. (1.9)
Finally, notice that limn→∞∆n = limn→∞ Ann . So limn→∞∆n give us the expected density
of black tiles.
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1.2 Higher dimensions
It is known that for dimensions greater than one, no exact solution for the RSA process
has been found. The reason we cannot mimic the proof of the one dimensional case
rests on the fact that a tile does not separate the domain unless we are working in one
dimension.
Much work has been done to refine an approximation ∆∞ on higher dimensions
by J.W. Evans [4] and A. Baram[1]. The later following the general setup proposed by
Glauber [6] in 1963. In his paper, Glauber provides a general master equation for the
change in filling and Baram adapted it to the RSA process.
Baram also gives exact solutions for 2×∞ (Cf. [2]) and 3×∞ (Cf. [3]) strips. In both
cases he uses difference equations, as were used for the one dimensional case, but instead
of separating the domain using one tile he achieves the separation by using 2×2 and 3×3
blocks.
Our work for higher dimensions consist of programming an efficient simulation that
allows to fill domains on the order of 214×214 tori. The commented code for the program
RSA Simulation, written in C, is contained in Appendix A.
The data obtained was then analyzed using the statistics program R.
Table 1.1 presents a summary of the data collected using the RSA Simulation program
for different domain sizes. For each size, data was gathered for 10,000 runs. The last row
shows that our simulations agree with the results presented in [1].
Figure 1.1 shows that the histogram for each data set seem to present a normal
distribution.
To conclude this chapter we include a picture (Figure 1.2) of a 256×256 torus saturated
by RSA generated by the RSA Simulation program.
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Size 256×256 512×512 1024×1024 4096×4096
Min. 23633 94943 380758 6104964
1st Qu. 23822 95375 381657 6108442
Median 23863 95460 381825 6109118
Mean 23863 95459 381825 6109121
3rd Qu. 23905 95542 381990 6109800
Max. 24116 95984 382701 6112997
Ratio (Mean/Size) 0.36412048 0.36414719 0.36413670 0.36413199
Table 1.1: Summary of data for 10,000 runs at each domain size.
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(a) RSA 256×256
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(d) RSA 4096×4096
Figure 1.1: Histograms showing the distribution of the RSA simulation, for
10,000 runs at domain sizes (a) 256×256, (b) 512×512, (c) 1024×1024,
and (d) 4096×4096.
8
Figure 1.2: 256×256 torus saturated by RSA. Generated using the simulation
program.
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Chapter 2
ANNEALING
When a substrate is heated and left to cool down, the molecules tend to align leaving
a crystal-like substrate. We present in this chapter a simple model of annealing based
on a square lattice where at each time t , a random “excited” tile changes color. The end
behavior of the process is a stable lattice, where no “excited” tiles are left. The stable state
will either present all tiles of the same color, or bands (all horizontal or all vertical), of
alternating colors.
Let ϕ :Σ× {1, . . . ,m}× {1, . . . ,n}→Σ be given by ϕτ(i , j )=σ where
σ(k, l )=

τ(k, l ) if (k, l ) 6= (i , j );
|τ(k, l )−1| if (k, l )= (i , j ).
Definition 2.1. We say that [i , j ] is excited in τ if Tτ(i , j )≥ 2, and we say that τ is unstable
if it has at least one excited tile.
Lemma 2.2. For any unstable τ ∈ Σ with [i , j ] an excited tile of τ, let σ = ϕτ(i , j ). Then
T (σ)= T (τ)−4Tτ(i , j )+8.
In particular T (σ)≤ T (τ) with T (σ)= T (τ) iff Tτ(i , j )= Tσ(i , j )= 2.
Proof. Let a, b, c , and d denote the four near-neighbor tiles of [i , j ] arranged in clockwise
order. Without loss of generality, assume τ(i , j )= 0 (hence σ(i , j )= 1).
There are four different cases (up to symmetry) depending on Tτ(i , j ) (See Figure 2.1).
If Tτ(i , j )= 4, then τ(a)= τ(b)= τ(c)= τ(d)= 1. Since σ(i , j )= 1 then Tσ(i , j )= 0 and
we have that Tσ(a)= Tτ(a)−1, Tσ(b)= Tτ(b)−1, Tσ(c)= Tτ(c)−1, and Tσ(d)= Tτ(d)−1.
Adding up we have that T (σ)= T (τ)−8.
If Tτ(i , j )= 3, then, WLG τ(a)= τ(b)= τ(c)= 1, and τ(d)= 0. In this case, Tσ(i , j )= 1,
Tσ(a)= Tτ(a)−1, Tσ(b)= Tτ(b)−1, Tσ(c)= Tτ(c)−1, and Tσ(d)= Tτ(d)+1. Adding up
10
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Figure 2.1: T (σ)= T (τ)−4Tτ(i , j )+8
we have that T (σ)= T (τ)−4.
If Tτ(i , j )= 2, then, WLG either τ(a)= τ(b)= 1, and τ(c)= τ(d)= 0; or τ(a)= τ(c)=
1, and τ(b) = τ(d) = 0. In both cases, Tσ(i , j ) = 2 and, for the first case we have that
Tσ(a) = Tτ(a)−1, Tσ(b) = Tτ(b)−1, Tσ(c) = Tτ(c)+1, and Tσ(d) = Tτ(d)+1; while for
the second case we have that Tσ(a)= Tτ(a)−1, Tσ(b)= Tτ(b)+1, Tσ(c)= Tτ(c)−1, and
Tσ(d)= Tτ(d)+1. In either case we obtain that T (σ)= T (τ).
Definition 2.3. Let [i , j ] be an excited tile of τ with Tτ(i , j ) = k. We will call ϕτ(i , j ) a
type-k transition of τ.
Let ' be given by σ ' τ if σ is obtained by a type-2 transition of τ. Notice that if
σ=ϕτ(i , j ) is a type-2 transition, Tσ(i , j )= Tτ(i , j )= 2, so ϕσ(i , j )= τ. In particular we
have that ' is symmetric.
Let ∼= be the transitive closure of '. Then, since ' is symmetric, ∼= is an equivalence
relation.
Let τ= {σ ∈Σ :σ∼= τ} and τ= {σ ∈ τ : Tσ(i , j )> 2 for at least one tile (i , j )}.
Proposition 2.4. For any unstable τ ∈Σ, τ 6= ;.
We defer the proof of this proposition to section 2.1.
For every τ ∈Σ, let Eτ = {[i1, j1], . . . , [in(τ), jn(τ)]} be the set of all the excited tiles of τ.
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For each τ, letµ : Eτ→ (0,1] be such∑Eτ µ([ik , jk ])= 1 andµ([ik , jk ]) := P (τ,ϕτ(i , j ),1).
That is, we assign a positive probability of reaching ϕτ(i , j ) from τ in one transition if
[i , j ] is an excited tile of τ.
Let τ ∈ Σ. For every τi ∈ τ, let mτi be the minimum number of type-2 transitions
required to take τi into τ. Notice that mτi ≤ |τ|. Let Mτ =max{mτi : τi ∈ τ}.
Let P
τ
= P (τ,τ,≤Mτ) be the probability that τ reaches τ in at most Mτ type-2 transi-
tions. Clearly, P
τ
> 0. So, in particular, the probability of not reaching τ in at most Mτ
steps P¬τ = 1−Pτ < 1. Hence limk→∞P
kMτ
¬τ = 0. That is, under type-2 transitions, τ visits
τ frequently often.
Lemma 2.5. For any unstable τ ∈Σ, limt→∞P (τ,σ,≤ t )= 1 where T (σ)< T (τ).
Proof. Let τ′ ∈ τ Then Eτ′ contains at least one tile [i , j ], such that Tτ′(i , j )> 2.
We have that P (τ′,σ,1)> 0 for σ=ϕτ′(i , j ). Hence P (τ′,¬σ,1)< 1, and by the same
argument as before we can conclude that the temperature of τ eventually decreases.
By applying recursively the previous lemma we have the following theorem:
Theorem 2.6 (Main Theorem). For any unstable τ ∈Σ, limt→∞P (τ,σ, t )= 1 where σ is a
stable tiling.
2.1 Proof of Proposition 2.4
Definition 2.7. A point V = (p, q) is a vertex on T if p = a+ 12 and q = b+ 12 with a,b ∈Z.
The segment V0V1 joining the vertices V0 = (p0, q0) and V1 = (p1, q1) is an edge on T if
d(V0,V1)= |p1−p0|+ |q1−q0| = 1.
A sequence of vertices v =V0V1 . . .Vl is a path if Vk−1Vk is an edge for each k ∈ {1, . . . , l }.
For each vertex V = (p, q) = (a+ 12 ,b+ 12 ) of T, we make reference to the four tiles
surrounding V as follows: T V0 = [a,b], T V1 = [a+1,b], T V2 = [a,b+1], and T V3 = [a+
1,b+1].
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For any tiling τ, and any edge V0V1, let
Sτ(V0V1)=
∑
i , j∈{0,...,3}
τ
(
T
V0
i ∩T V1j
)
.
Definition 2.8. An edge V0V1 belongs to the boundary of τ, ∂τ, iff Sτ(V0V1)= 1 (Figure 2.2).
A path v =V0, . . . ,Vl is in ∂τ if Vk−1Vk ∈ ∂τ, for each k ∈ {1, . . . , l }.
T
V0
2
T
V0
0
T
V0
3 =T V12 T V13 =T V22
T
V0
1 =T V10 T V11 =T V20
T
V2
3
T
V2
1
V2V1V0
Figure 2.2: V0V1 ∈ ∂τ but V1V2 6∈ ∂τ.
Definition 2.9. For any vertex V = (p, q) in τ, we define the valance of V , val(V ), to be
the number of edges in ∂τ incident to V .
Lemma 2.10. The valence of any vertex V in τ is either val(V )= 0,2, or 4.
Proof. If τ
(
T V0
) = τ(T V1 ) = τ(T V2 ) = τ(T V3 ) then val(V ) = 0. Suppose, without loss of
generality, that τ
(
T V0
) 6= τ(T V1 ).
Then we have four possibilities for τ
(
T V2
)
and τ
(
T V3
)
:
(i) τ
(
T V2
)= τ(T V3 )= τ(T V0 ),
(ii) τ
(
T V2
)= τ(T V3 )= τ(T V1 ),
(iii) τ
(
T V0
)= τ(T V2 ) and τ(T V1 )= τ(T V3 ), or
(iv) τ
(
T V0
)= τ(T V3 ) and τ(T V1 )= τ(T V2 ).
In the first three cases, val(V )= 2, while in the fourth case val(V )= 4.
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Definition 2.11. A path v =V0V1 . . .Vl is monotonic increasing if for each pair of vertices
Vi = (pi , qi ) and V j = (p j , q j ) of v , qi ≤ q j whenever pi < p j and there exist at least one
pair for which qi < q j .
Lemma 2.12. Let C ,F ∈N with 0 <C < F . Let v = V0 . . .VC . . .VF be a path with vertices
Vk =Vk−1+ (1,0) for 1≤ k ≤C and Vk =Vk−1+ (0,1) for C < k ≤ F . Let u =U0 . . .UF be any
monotonic increasing path with U0 =V0 and UF =VF . Let τ be a tiling where u ⊂ ∂τ, for
each 0< k ≤ F Vk−1Vk 6⊂ ∂τ, and all tiles contained between u and v have the same color
(Figure 2.3). If the area determined by u and v, A(u, v)> 0, that is, if u 6= v, then:
1. There exist k ∈ {1, . . . ,F −1} such that Uk−1 =Uk − (0,1) and Uk+1 =Uk + (1,0).
2. For σ=ϕτ((Uk−1+Uk+1)/2), let U ′k =Uk + (1,−1). Then the path
uσ =U0 . . .Uk−1U ′kUk+1 . . .UF is in ∂σ and A(uσ, v)= A(u, v)−1.
3. Moreover, if A(u, v) = N , then there exist a sequence of type-2 transformations,
σ1, . . . ,σN , for which uσN ⊂ ∂σN and uσN = v.
VCVC U0 =V0U0 =V0
Uk
U ′k
UF =VFUF =VF
v v
uσ
σ
u
Figure 2.3: A(uσ, v)= A(u, v)−1
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Proof. .
1. Suppose there is no k ∈ {1, . . . ,F −1} for which Uk−1 =Uk − (0,1) and Uk+1 =Uk +
(1,0).
Since u is monotonic increasing, there exist a k < F for which Uk+1 =Uk + (0,1).
Let D = mink {Uk+1 =Uk + (0,1)}. Then, by assumption, for each k ≥ D, Uk+1 =
Uk + (0,1).
Notice that UF =U0+ (D,F −D) and VF = V0+ (C ,F −C ). If C = D we have that
u = v while if C 6=D then UF 6=VF , in either case contradicting the hypothesis.
2. If A(u, v) > 0 then by (1) there exist k for which Uk−1 = Uk − (0,1) and Uk+1 =
Uk + (1,0). Then the tileT = (Uk−1+Uk+1)/2 is contained between u and v .
Let U ′k =Uk + (1,−1). Since Uk−1Uk and UkUk+1 ⊂ ∂τ while Uk−1U ′k and U ′kUk+1 6⊂
∂τ, then T (T ) = 2. Hence, σ = ϕτ(T ) is a type-2 transformation, where Uk−1U ′k
and U ′kUk+1 ⊂ ∂σ andT is not contained between uσ and v . Therefore A(uσ, v)=
A(u, v)−1.
3. Assume N > 0 then by (1) and (2) there is a tileT1 for which σ1 =ϕτ(T1) is a type-2
transformation such that uσ1 ⊂ ∂σ1 and A(uσ1 , v) = N −1, and by applying this
argument N −1 times we get that uσN = v . Hence A(uσN , v)= 0.
We recall
Proposition (2.4). For any unstable τ ∈Σ, τ 6= ;.
Proof. If τ ∈ τ there is nothing to prove. Suppose then that τ 6∈ τ. This means that every
excited tile in τ has temperature 2.
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Suppose τ has a vertex V = (x, y) with v(V )= 4. If for k, l ∈ {−12 , 12} any of the four pairs
of tiles [x+k, y+ l ] and [x+3k, y+3l ] have different color, that is, if τ(x+k, y+ l ) 6= τ(x+
3k, y+3l ) (Figure 2.4), then for τ′ =ϕτ(x+k, y+ l ) we have that either Tτ′(x+3k, y+ l )≥ 3
or Tτ′(x+k, y +3l )≥ 3. Hence τ′ ∈ τ.
Tτ′
(
x+ 32 , y + 12
)≥ 3[i , j ][i , j ]
Tτ′
(
x+ 12 , y + 32
)≥ 3
τ′ =ϕτ
(
x+ 12 , y + 12
)
Figure 2.4: Case where the vertex V = (x, y) has valence v(V )= 4 and the tiles
[i , j ]= [x+ 12 , y + 12] and [x+ 32 , y + 32] have different color.
Assuming there are no vertices as in Figure 2.5, if for a,b ∈ {1,5}, (a 6= b) any of the
eight pairs of tiles [x+k, y+ l ] and [x+ak, y+bl ] have different color (Figure 2.5), then if
a = 5 we have that Tτ′(x+3k, y + l )= 3 and if a = 1 we have that Tτ′(x+k, y +3l )= 3. In
either case, τ′ ∈ τ.
τ′ =ϕτ
(
x+ 12 , y + 12
)
[i , j ] [i , j ]
Tτ′
(
x+ 32 , y + 12
)= 3
Figure 2.5: Case where the vertex V = (x, y) has valence v(V )= 4 and the tiles
[i , j ]= [x+ 12 , y + 12] and [x+ 52 , y + 12] have different color.
So assuming that all configurations around a valence 4 vertex is as in figure 2.6, we
can remove all valence 4 vertices from τ by applying a type-2 transformation to a tile
surrounding each of them. In this case we are left with a tiling τ′ 6∈ τ without valence 4
vertices.
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Figure 2.6
Since all vertices in ∂τ′ have now valence 2, any complete path is a simple closed
curve in T.
Now, assume that ∂τ′ contains a non-monotonic path u. Then u encloses a strip
[i1, j1], . . . , [ik , jk ] of tiles as in figure 2.7, with k > 1 (Else τ′ ∈ τ). If k = 2, let σ=ϕτ′(i2, j2).
Then Tσ(i1, j1)= 3. Hence σ ∈ τ.
· · ·
· · · [ik , jk ][i2, j2][i1, j1]
Figure 2.7
Assuming k > 2, if for any m ∈ {2, . . . ,k−1} we have that Tτ′(im , jm)= 2, then at least
one of [im−1, jm] or [im+1, jm] has also temperature 2 (Else, Tτ′(im , jm+1)≥ 3). Without
loss of generality, suppose Tτ′(im+1, jm) = 2 (Figure 2.8). Let σ = ϕτ′(im , jm). Then we
have that Tσ(im+1, jm)= 3. Hence σ ∈ τ.
σ=ϕτ′ (im , jm)
[im , jm][im , jm]
Tσ(im+1, jm)= 3
Figure 2.8
So, assuming that all inner tiles [i2, j2], . . . , [ik−1, jk−1] have temperature 1, by applying
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ϕτ′(i1, j1)=σ1, ϕσ1 (i2, j2)=σ2, . . . , ϕσk−2 (ik−1, jk−1)=σk−1 we have that Tσk−1 (ik , jk )= 3.
So σk−1 ∈ τ.
Finally, suppose that all paths of ∂τ′ are monotonic. Without loss of generality assume
that the paths are monotonic increasing. Observe that all have the same slope, else they
would intersect generating a vertex V with v(V )= 4.
Let u and v be two monotonic increasing paths in ∂τ′ such that all tiles between
them have the same color, and v is to the right of u (That is, if V = (p, q) is a vertex of
v and U = (r, q) is a vertex of u then r < q). Let VC = (p, q) ∈ v be a vertex such that
Tτ′
(
T
VC
0
)= Tτ′(T VC2 )= Tτ′(T VC3 ). (Left of Figure 2.9)
Let U0 = (p − k0, q) with k0 = min{k ∈ N : (p − k, q) ∈ u}, and UF = (p, q + kF ) with
kF =min{k ∈N : (p, q +k) ∈ u}. Consider the path w obtained by joining the vertex U0 to
VC with horizontal edges, and VC to UF with vertical edges. That is, w =W0 . . .WC . . .WF
where W0 =U0, WC = VC , WF =UF and Wk = Wk−1+ (1,0) for k ∈ {1, . . . ,C } and Wk =
Wk−1+ (0,1) for k ∈ {C +1, . . . ,F }.
σN ◦ · · ·◦σ1
U0 U0
UF UF
uN
VC VC
w
u
v v
Figure 2.9
Suppose that A(u, w)=N . Then by lemma 2.12, there is a sequence of type-2 trans-
formations σ1, . . . ,σN for which uN = w restricted to the vertices U0 . . .UF as shown in
Figure 2.9. Note that now val(VC )= 4.
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VC
σ′
Figure 2.10
Let σ′ =ϕσN
(
T
VC
3
)
. (Figure 2.10)
This way we obtain a non-monotonic path with inner tiles
[
p+ 32 , q + 12
]
,
[
q + 52 , q +
1
2
]
, · · ·[p + l + 12 , q + 12] ∈ σ′ where l =max{k ∈N : (p +k, q) ∈ v}. Hence by the previous
argument, after applying l type-2 transformations we obtain a tiling τ′′ ∈ τ.
2.2 Related annealing processes
A less simplistic annealing model on the square lattice can be obtained by considering
flipping of all excited tiles according to an assigned probability that depends on the tem-
perature of each excited tile at each time. It would be natural to assign higher probability
to hotter tiles, for example a tile [i , j ] will change color with probability 3/4 if T (i , j )= 4,
1/2 if T (i , j )= 3 and 1/4 if T (i , j )= 2.
Simulations of this process yielded the same end behavior as the one previously
discussed. That is, a stable state is reached, and the tiling obtained contains only tiles of
the same color, or presents banding.
Different lattices give rise to different stable states. In particular triangular lattices
where tiles are excited when their temperature T ≥ 2, might present regions with vertices
forming inner angles of 120◦ or 240◦ once stability is reached.
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Chapter 3
STAMPING
For m,d ∈ N, let ∼ be the relation on Rd given by p ∼ q, with p = (p1, . . . , pd ) and q =
(q1, . . . , qd ), iff there exist α1, . . . ,αd ∈Z such that qi = pi +αi m for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,d}.
Let Tdm = Rd / ∼ be the md torus. For each p ∈ Zd , let [p] = {x ∈ Rd : |xi − pi | ≤
1
2 }1≤i≤d /∼, and τ :Zd /∼→ {0,1} be a color assignment.
We can think of τ as a tiling of Tdm by black and white unit d-cubes, where [p] is black
if τ(p)= 1 and white if τ(p)= 0.
Let Σ be the collection of all such tilings.
Let S = {v0,v1, . . . ,vk }, where vi = (vi1 , . . . , vid ), with v0 j = 0, vil ∈ Zm , and vi 6= v j for
i 6= j .
Let κ(vi ) = ci with ci ∈ {0,1}, and BS = ∑ki=0κ(vi ) the number of black tiles in the
stamp S.
Let ϕ :Σ× {1, . . . ,m}d →Σ be given by ϕ(τ,p)= τp where
τp(q)=

κ(vi ) if q= p+vi ;
τ(q) otherwise.
(3.1)
Let τ ∈ Σ. Partition {[p]} into the 2k +2 sets w0, . . . , wk , b0, . . . ,bk as follows: let i =∑k
j=1τ(p+vi ) and set [p] ∈wi if τ(p)= 0, [p] ∈ bi if τ([p])= 1.
Let N =md . We have that
N =
k∑
i=0
[|wi |+ |bi |]; (3.2)
and let B =∑ki=0 |bi |, be the total number of black tiles in τ.
Consider
E = 1
N
∑
p
(|τ−1p (1)|− |τ−1(1)|);
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that is, the expected change in the number of black tiles in τ if we choose on random p
with uniform distribution.
We note that if [p] ∈ wi the change in number of blacks is given by BS − i , while if
[p] ∈ bi the change in number of blacks is BS − i −1. Hence, the expected change in the
number of blacks is given by
E = 1
N
k∑
i=0
[(BS − i )|wi |+ (BS − i −1)|bi |]. (3.3)
On the other hand, for [p] ∈ b?, let [pi ]= [p−vi ] (1≤ i ≤ k), and j =∑kh=1τ(pi +vh)
then [pi ] ∈w j if τ(pi )= 0 and [pi ] ∈ b j if τ(pi )= 1. Hence we have that:
kB = ∑
q∈b?,i>0
τ(q+vi )=
k∑
i=1
[i |wi |+ i |bi |]=
k∑
i=0
[i |wi |+ i |bi |]. (3.4)
Rewriting (3.3) as
E = 1
N
k∑
i=0
[BS(|wi |+ |bi |)− (i |wi |+ i |bi |)−|bi |]
= 1
N
[
BS
k∑
i=0
(|wi |+ |bi |)−
k∑
i=0
[i |wi |+ i |bi |]−
k∑
i=0
|bi |
]
we obtain that
E = BS N −kB −B
N
=BS − (k+1)∆; (3.5)
where ∆=B/N .
From (3.5) we can conclude that the expected number of black tiles will increase if
∆<BS/(k+1) and decrease if ∆>BS/(k+1).
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Chapter 4
ACCRETION
In this chapter we study the ratio on which rectangular domains with fixed width are filled
by stacking layers formed by black and white squares, one on top of the previous in such
a way that: (i) nearest neighbor rejection is forced and (ii) the layers added guarantee
saturation. Each new layer is chosen among all possible layers that satisfy (i) and (ii) with
equal probability.
If we impose the near-neighbor condition to the black tiles, that is, two black tiles
are not allowed to be adjacent, then, for each width n we are interested in ρ(n) =
limL→∞B/(nL) where B is the number of black tiles, L the number of layers stacked
and n the width of the domain.
Definition 4.1. We say that a layer is a valid layer if it can appear in a domain satisfying
the above conditions.
Notice that any layer that does not have two adjacent black tiles is a valid layer, even
the one formed of only white tiles.
Lemma 4.2. The total number of different valid layers of width n, Ln , is given by Ln = Fn+2,
the n+2 Fibonacci number (F1 = F2 = 1).
Proof. Let Ln−1 = Wn−1+Bn−1, where Wn−1 is the number of valid n − 1 width layers
whose leftmost tile is white and Bn−1 the number of valid n − 1 width layers whose
leftmost tile is black. Then, in order to get all valid layers of width n, we can add black
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tiles to the left of n−1 width layers with leftmost white tiles while we can add white tiles
to all of the n−1 width layers. Then we have that
Bn =Wn−1, (4.1)
Wn =Bn−1+Wn−1. (4.2)
From (4.1) we have that Bn−1 =Wn−2, hence Wn =Wn−2+Wn−1.
Also, for width 1, it is clear that W1 = 1 and B1 =W0 = 1. Then Wn = Fn+1 and Bn = Fn .
Hence Ln = Fn +Fn+1 = Fn+2.
In order to compute ρ(n), for each n, we will define a transition map between pairs of
layers.
Definition 4.3. Let ri j be the stack of two valid layers L j over Li . If ri j fulfills near-
neighbor rejection and allows saturation, we say that ri j is a transition row.
To guarantee saturation, some configurations of white tiles cannot occur in transition
rows.
Lemma 4.4. Let Li = wi1 wi2 . . . win−1 win and L j = w j1 w j2 . . . w jn−1 w jn be valid layers of
length n such that for each k ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, wik and w jk are not both black.
For ri j to be a transition row, the following configurations are not valid:
1. wi1 , wi2 , w j1 , and w j2 cannot be all white. Analogously, win−1 , win , w jn−1 , and w jn
cannot be all white (Figure 4.1).
2. For n ≥ 4, wik , wik+1 , wik+2 , wik+3 , w jk+1 , w jk+2 cannot be all white (Figure 4.2(a)).
3. wik , wik+1 , wik+2 , w jk , w jk+1 , and w jk+2 cannot be all white (Figure 4.2(b)).
Proof. To prove (1) suppose wi1 , wi2 , w j1 , and w j2 are all white. Let Lp be the layer below
Li and Lq be the layer on top of L j . Then for wi1 and w j1 to satisfy saturation, both
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wp1 and wq1 must be black. This implies that wp2 and wq2 are white. For wi2 to satisfy
saturation, wi3 must be black, which forces w j3 to be white. Then w j2 cannot satisfy
saturation.
The same argument can be made to prove that win−1 , win , w jn−1 , and w jn cannot be
all white.
To prove (2) suppose that wik , wik+1 , wik+2 , wik+3 , w jk+1 , w jk+2 are all white, and let Lp
be the layer below Li . Then in order for wik+1 to satisfy saturation, wpk+1 most be black,
which forces wpk+2 to be white. Then wik+2 cannot satisfy saturation.
To prove (3), suppose that wik , wik+1 , wik+2 , w jk , w jk+1 , and w jk+2 are all white.
To preserve NN rejection then either wik+3 or w jk+3 have to be white. Assume without
loss of generality that wik+3 is white. Then, by the previous case, this configuration cannot
satisfy saturation.
wi1 wi2
wj1 wj2
wp1
wq1 wq2
wp2
wi3
wj3
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
Figure 4.1: A transition row cannot start (or end) with four white squares.
wpk+2wpk+1
wik+3wik+2wik+1wik
wjk wjk+1 wjk+3wjk+2 · · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
(a)
wik+3wik+2wik+1wik
wjk wjk+1 wjk+3wjk+2 · · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
(b)
Figure 4.2: Invalid configurations.
With the restrictions imposed by Lemma 4.4 it is possible to describe any transition
row in a unique way by concatenating symmetric copies of the atomic blocks shown in
Figure 4.3. Blocks e1 and e2 are used only to start and end a transition row. Blocks a–d
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a b c d e1 e2
Figure 4.3: Atomic blocks used to describe transition rows.
are used in the “interior”. The only matching rule is that dashed lines match with dashed
lines and colors along the dashed lines are preserved.
For example, if row ri j is obtained by stacking L j = BW W W BW BW W BW , on top
of Li =W BW W W W W W BW W , where B represents a black square and W a white one,
then ri j = e1adbace2.
Notice that ri j and r j i have the same atomic encoding. To avoid ambiguity, we can
provide an orientation by assigning a positive sign to the starting block ei if its black
portion is on the bottom layer, and negative otherwise. This way, ri j = e−1 adbace2, while
r j i = e+1 adbace2.
All possible transitions of length n (n ≥ 4) can be obtained from all transition rows
of length n−1 by replacing the last atom ei by aei ; all transition rows of length n−2 by
replacing ei by either bei or cei ; and all transition rows of length n−3 by replacing ei with
dei . Let Tn be the number of transition rows of length n. Then Tn = Tn−1+2Tn−2+Tn−3,
with T1 = 2, T2 = 6, and T3 = 12.
Observe that choosing a row in time t depends only on the row obtained in time t −1.
This “short memory” kind of process suggests the use of Markov Chains to calculate the
density ρ(n).
We now make reference to some general results and definitions that can be found, for
example, in [7], regarding Markov Chains and Stochastic Processes.
Theorem 4.5 (Perron-Frobenius). Suppose A = (ai j ) is an n×n non-negative primitive
matrix. Then there exists an eigenvalue r such that:
1. r is real, and r > 0;
2. with r can be associated strictly positive left and right eigenvectors;
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3. r > |λ| for any eigenvalue λ 6= r ;
4. the eigenvectors associated with r are unique to constant multiples;
5. r is a simple root of the characteristic equation of A.
Corollary 4.6.
min
i
n∑
j=1
ai j ≤ r ≤max
i
n∑
j=1
ai j (4.3)
with equality on either side implying equality throughout, i.e., r can only be equal to the
maximal or minimal row sum if all row sums are equal.
Definition 4.7. Let A = (ai j ) be a nonnegative square matrix. We say that state si leads to
state s j , si → s j if a(k)i j > 0 for some k. That is, if there is a sequence of transitions sil such
that si1 = si , sik = s j and ail+1il > 0.
We say that si and s j communicate, si ↔ s j if si → s j and s j → si .
Let Sn = {ri1 j1 , . . . ,riTn jTn } = {s1, . . . sTn } be the set of all transition rows (or states) of
length n.
Each state sk = rik jk leads in one step only to states sl = ril jl where il = jk and satura-
tion is guaranteed. Let |sk | be the number of such states.
Since we are interested in choosing the possible states to which si lead in one step
with equal probability, then the Tn ×Tn matrix A = (ai j ) defined as ai j = 1/|si | if si → s j
in one step and 0 otherwise is the transition (or probabilistic) matrix that describes the
process.
Definition 4.8. For sk = ri j = Li L j a transition row, we have that L j Li = r j i is also a
transition row. Denote s?k = r j i . Let sC = e+1 a . . . ae1 be the checkerboard transition that
starts with a black square on the bottom layer.
Lemma 4.9. LetS = {s1, . . . , sTn } be set of transition rows. We have that:
1. If si → s j then s?j → s?i .
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2. sC → s?C in any number k of steps for k 6= 2.
Proof. For part (1), suppose si → s j . Let si1 , si2 , . . . , sim be a sequence of transitions leading
from si = si1 to s j = sim and Li1 , . . .Lim+1 be the layers obtained, where Li1 is the bottom
layer of si , and Lik is the top layer of sik−1 as well as the bottom layer of sik .
Then for k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} we have that s?ik = Lik+1 Lik , are all transition rows such that
s?ik → s
?
ik−1
in one step. Hence s?j = s?im → s?i1 = s?i .
To prove part (2), first notice that sC → s?C and s?C → sC in one step. So sC → s?C in any
odd number of steps. For even steps let sb1 = e+2 b . . .bei and sb2 = e−1 b . . .be j with i = 1,
j = 2 if n is even, and i = 2, j = 1 if n is odd. Then we have the sequence of four one step
transitions sC → sb1 → sb2 → sC → s?C . Hence sC → s?C in any even number of steps greater
than two.
Finally, for sC → s?C in two steps, would require for both layers of the middle transition
to be the same one formed of alternating white and black squares, contradicting the NN
rejection.
Theorem 4.10. The transition matrix A = (ai j ) defined above is primitive.
Proof. To prove that (ai j ) is primitive we need to show that there exists N such that for
all n >N , and for all i , j ∈ {1, . . . ,Tn} si ↔ s j in n steps.
First we will show that for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,Tn}, si → sC .
LetSi ⊂S be the set of all transitions to which si leads. For each sk ∈Si let Bk be the
number of black squares in sk . Let Mi =maxk {Bk }. Now, let sMi ∈Si be any transition
with Bk =Mi . Then there are no “T” configurations in sMi , else the top center of the “T”
could be filled contradicting the maximality of number of blacks in sMi .
Next consider the transition sP whose bottom layer is the top layer of sMi and whose
top layer, LPT , is formed of white squares in the odd positions and black squares in the
even unless NN rejection is violated. Notice that since sMi does not have “T”s, then
sMi → sP in one step. Now, consider the transition sA with bottom layer LPT and top layer
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alternating black and white squares starting with the black ones. Then sP → sA in one
step. Clearly, sA → sC in one step. Hence si → sC in four steps.
Then, for any i , j ∈ {1, . . . ,Tn} we have that si → sC and s?j → sC . By the first part of
Lemma 4.9, we have that s?C → s j ; and by transitivity we conclude that si → s j . Since this
holds for any i and j , then we also have that s j → si , therefore si ↔ s j .
Finally, let N = 10. Then for any n >N we have that si → s j in exactly n steps by taking
four steps to go from si → sC , four from s?C → s j and n−8 steps in the middle to go from
sC → s?C .
Since A is primitive, then, by parts (1) and (3) of Theorem 4.5, there is a unique real
eigenvalue r > 0 with r > |λi |, where λi is any other eigenvalue. Moreover, since A is a
transition matrix, that is,
∑Tn
j ai j = 1 for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,Tn}, then by Corollary 4.6, we have
that r = 1.
By part (2) of Theorem 4.5 we can associate a strictly positive left eigenvector w to r .
Let ||w||1 =∑Tni=1 wi . Then v=w/||w||1 is the stochastic (or probabilistic) vector of A. That
is, vi gives the expected percentage of occurrences of state si as t →∞.
Since each si comes from some s j where the bottom layer of si is the same as the top
layer of s j and si leads to some sk whose bottom layer has to be the same as the top layer
of si , each layer is counted twice. Let bi be the number of black squares that appear in
si . Then the vector b = (b1/2, . . . ,bTn /2) gives the actual contribution of black squares
coming from each si .
Then the expected density ρ(n) can be calculated as ρ(n)= 1n b ·v.
In order to calculate a left eigenvector w associated to r = 1 for the transition matrix
(ai j ), we will provide a new description for the transitions s ∈Sn based on the types of
blocks of consecutive white tiles that each layer of s contains.
Let s = ri j be a valid transition. Then Li , the bottom layer of s, has the form Li =
A1 . . . Ak , where Ai =BW . . .W B , except possibly for A1 and Ak which can also be of the
form A1 =W . . .W B and Ak = BW . . .W . We will call Ai interior if Ai = BW . . .W B , and
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exterior if Ai =W . . .W B (or Ai =BW . . .W ).
In order to guarantee saturation, the atomic structure of the portion of s containing
Ai is restricted to its length and parity. In Table 4.1 we provide a full description of all
possible configurations and classify them according to its length, parity and number of c
atoms.
Type Length Atomic structure c atoms Classification
Interior 1 aa, b 0 U 0
Interior 2 ac, ca 1 21
Interior 3 aba, ad , d a 0 30
cc 2 32
Interior 2k, k > 1 ab . . .bc, db . . .bc,
cb . . .ba, cb . . .bd
1 E 1
Interior 2k+1, k > 1 ab . . .ba, ab . . .bd ,
db . . .ba, db . . .bd
0 O0
cb . . .bc 2 O2
Exterior 1 e2, e1a 0 B(1)0
Exterior 2 e2a 0 B(2)0
e1c 1 B(2)1
Exterior k, k > 2 ei b . . .ba, ei b . . .bd 0 B 0
ei b . . .bc 1 B 1
Table 4.1: Classification of A blocks as part of a transition.
We classify in the same way, but using subindices, the possible portions of s corre-
sponding to blocks of its top layer L j . For example, an interior block containing five white
tiles will be regarded as an O2 block if its atomic structure is cbc, and as an O0 block if its
atomic structure is any of abba, abd , dba or dd .
Let s• = A•1 . . . A•k denote the transition block structure of transition s with bottom
layer L = A1 . . . Ak as given in Table 4.1, that is A•i is one of U 0, 21, . . . In a similar way, let
s• = A•1 . . . A•k denote the transition block structure of transition s with top layer L, i.e.,
A•i is one of U0, . . .
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Let k be the number of c atoms contained in A•, we define w(A•)= 2k . (Notice that
k is the superindex of A•). Similarly, if k is the number of c atoms contained in A•, we
define w(A•)= 2k . Finally, for each transition si ∈Sn let wi = 2ki , where ki is the number
of c atoms in si . Then we have wi =∏A•∈si • w(A•)=∏A•∈si • w(A•).
For each s ∈ Sn let p(s) = {si ∈ Sn : si → s in one step} and let l (s) = {s j ∈ Sn : s →
s j in one step}. Then we have that |l (s)| =∏A•∈s• |l (A•)| and |p(s)| =∏A•∈s• |p(A•)|.
Fix s j ∈Sn with s•j = A•1 . . . A•l . If si ∈ p(s j ), then Table 4.2 shows the options each A•k
in s•i = A•1 . . . A•l have that guarantee saturation.
A• |p(A•)| w(A•) A• ∈ p(A•) |l (A•)| w(A•)
U 0 2 1 U0 2 1
21 2 2 21 2 2
30 1 1 32 4 4
32 4 4 30 1 1
32 4 4
E 1 2 2 E1 2 2
O0 1 1 O2 4 4
O2 4 4 O0 1 1
B(1)0 2 1 B(1)0 2 1
B(2)0 1 1 B(2)1 2 2
B(2)1 2 2 B(2)0 1 1
B(2)1 2 2
B 0 1 1 B1 2 2
B 1 2 2 B0 1 1
Table 4.2
Notice on Table 4.2 that w(A•)/|l (A•)| = 1, except for blocks U0 and B(1)0 in which
case we have that w(U0)/|l (U0)| = w(B(1)0)/|l (B(1)0| = 1/2. Moreover, any transition
si ∈ p(s j ) has the same number of U0 and B(1)0 blocks, namely, the number of U 0 and
B(1)0 blocks of s j .
Recall that the transition matrix (ai j ), has entries ai j = 1/|l (si )| if si → s j in one step,
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and ai j = 0 otherwise. Then, for each si ∈ p(s j ) we have that
wi ai j = wi|l (si )|
=
∏
A•∈s•i
w(A•)∏
A•∈s•i
|l (A•)
= ∏
A•∈s•i
w(A•)
|l (A•)|
= 1
2N (U0)+N (B(1)0)
, (4.4)
where N (A•) is the number of occurrences of A• in s•. Since
|p(s j )| =
∏
A•∈s j •
|p(A•)| = 2N (U 0)+N (21)+2N (32)+N (E 1)+2N (O2)+N (B(1)0)+N (B(2)1)+N (B 1) (4.5)
we obtain that
∑
si∈p(s j )
wi ai j = 2N (2
1)+2N (32)+N (E 1)+2N (O2)+N (B(2)1)+N (B 1) =w j (4.6)
which proves the following theorem:
Theorem 4.11. Let Sn be the set of transitions of length n. For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,Tn} let
ki be the number of c atoms contained in transition si . Then w = (2k1 , . . . ,2kTn ) is a left
eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue r .
Lemma 4.12. Let n be the width of the domain to accrete. Then
||w||1 =
Tn∑
i=1
wi = (1+
p
2)n + (1−p2)n . (4.7)
Proof. For each si ∈ Sn−1, let sai ∈ Sn be the transition obtained by replacing the last
e atom of si by ae. Similarly, for each si ∈Sn−2, let sbi and sci be the transitions in Sn
obtained by replacing the last e atom of si by be and ce respectively. Finally, for each
si ∈Sn−3, let sdi ∈Sn be the transition obtained by replacing the last e atom of si by de.
LetS an = {sai : si ∈Sn−1} be set the transitions inSn ending in ae;S bn = {sbi : si ∈Sn−2}
the set of transitions inSn ending in be;S cn = {sci : si ∈Sn−2}, the set of transitions inSn
ending in ce; and S dn = {sdi : si ∈Sn−3} the set of transitions in Sn ending in de. Then
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Sn =S an unionsqS bn unionsqS cn unionsqS dn .
Let w(n), w(n−1), w(n−2), and w(n−3) be the eigenvectors guaranteed by Theorem 4.11
corresponding to transitions of length n, n−1, n−2, and n−3 respectively.
By Theorem 4.11, for each sk ∈ Sn we have that if sk = sai , sk = sbi or sk = sdi , then
w (n)k =w
(n− j )
i ( j = 1,2,3 respectively), while if sk = sci then w (n)k = 2w (n−2)i .
This way we have that
||w(n)||1 = ||w(n−1)||1+||w(n−2)||1+||w(n−3)||1+2||w(n−2)||1
= ||w(n−1)||1+3||w(n−2)||1+||w(n−3)||1.
Let Qn = ||w(n)||1. Then Qn =Qn−1+3Qn−2+Qn−3. We can check, from Table 4.3, that the
initial conditions are given by Q2 = 6, Q3 = 14, and Q4 = 34.
The characteristic polynomial for this recurrence relation is C (t) = t 3− t 2−3t −1
whose roots are α1 = 1+
p
2, α2 = 1−
p
2, and α3 =−1. Since all roots have multiplicity
one, the solution is of the form Qn = C1αn1 +C2αn2 +C3αn3 , where C1, C2, and C3 are
constants determined by the initial conditions giving the system of equations:
C1α
2
1+C2α22+C3α23 = 6
C1α
3
1+C2α32+C3α33 = 14
C1α
4
1+C2α42+C3α43 = 34.
The solution to this system is C1 =C2 = 1, and C3 = 0. Hence Qn = (1+
p
2)n+(1−p2)n .
The sequence Qn = (1+
p
2)n + (1−p2)n is known as the Pell-Lucas sequence.
Lemma 4.13. Let n be the width of the domain to accrete. Then
b ·w= nPn+1+ (n+1)Pn
4
, (4.8)
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n si wi bi (bi /2)wi
2 e1ae1 1 2 1
e1e2 1 1 1/2
e2e1 1 1 1/2
3 e1aae1 1 3 3/2
e1be1 1 2 1
e1ce1 2 2 2
e1ae2 1 2 1
e2ae1 1 2 1
e2e2 1 1 1/2
4 e1aaae1 1 4 2
e1abe1 1 3 3/2
e1ace1 2 3 3
e1bae1 1 3 3/2
e1cae1 2 3 3
e1de1 1 2 1
e1aae2 1 3 3/2
e1be2 1 2 1
e1ce2 2 2 2
e2aae1 1 3 3/2
e2be1 1 2 1
e2ce1 2 2 2
e2ae2 1 2 1
Table 4.3: List of all valid transitions for domains of width 2, 3, and 4, along with
their corresponding wi and bi values. Recall that each word repre-
sents two transitions, the one starting with e+ and the one starting
with e−.
where Pn = (1+
p
2)n − (1−p2)n
2
p
2
is known as the Pell sequence.
Proof. Using the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 4.12, let b(n) = (b(n)1 /2, . . . ,b(n)Tn /2),
where b(n)k is the number of black tiles contained in transition sk ∈Sn . Each atom a, b,
c, and d contain exactly one black square. If sk = sai , then b(n)k = b(n−1)i +1. Similarly if
sk = sbi or sk = sci then b(n)k = b(n−2)i +1. Finally if sk = sdi then b(n)k = b(n−3)i +1.
Let Bn = b(n) ·w(n) = 12
∑Tn
k=1 b
(n)
k w
(n)
k . But b
(n)
k w
(n)
k = (b
(n− j )
i +1)w
(n− j )
i for j = 1,2,3 if
sk = sai , sbi , sdi respectively, and b(n)k w (n)k = 2(b(n−2)i +1)w (n−2)i if sk = sci .
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Then, recalling thatSn =S an unionsqS bn unionsqS cn unionsqS dn , we have
Bn = 1
2
Tn−1∑
i=1
(b(n−1)i +1)w (n−1)i +
3
2
Tn−2∑
i=1
(b(n−2)i +1)w (n−2)i +
1
2
Tn−3∑
i=1
(b(n−3)i +1)w (n−3)i
=Bn−1+ 12Qn−1+3Bn−2+ 32Qn−2+Bn−3+ 12Qn−3
=Bn−1+3Bn−2+Bn−3+ 12 (Qn−1+3Qn−2+Qn−3)
=Bn−1+3Bn−2+Bn−3+ 12Qn
=Bn−1+3Bn−2+Bn−3+ 12 ((1+
p
2)n + (1−p2)n).
This way we have the inhomogeneous recurrence relation given by
Bn −Bn−1−3Bn−2−Bn−3 = 12 (1+
p
2)n + 12 (1−
p
2)n (4.9)
with initial conditions B2 = 4, B3 = 14, and B4 = 44, as can be verified by adding the last
column of Table 4.3.
To solve Bn notice that the homogeneous portion has the same general solution as
Qn . Moreover α1 = 1+
p
2 and α2 = 1−
p
2 are both roots of its characteristic polynomial.
Hence the solution for Bn has the form
Bn =B (h)n +nB (p1)n +nB (p2)n (4.10)
where B (h)n is the solution of the homogeneous equation Bn −Bn−1−3Bn−2−Bn−3 = 0;
B (p1)n is any particular solution for Bn−Bn−1−3Bn−2−Bn−3 = 12 (1+
p
2)n ; and B (p2)n is any
particular solution for Bn −Bn−1−3Bn−2−Bn−3 = 12 (1−
p
2)n .
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To solve B (h)n we need to solve for C1, C2 and C3 the system of equations
C1α
2
1+C2α22+C3α23 = 4
C1α
3
1+C2α32+C3α33 = 14
C1α
4
1+C2α42+C3α43 = 44.
In this case C1 = 4+3
p
2
16(1+p2)2 , C2 =−
1
8
p
2
, and C3 = 0.
A particular solution for Bn−Bn−1−3Bn−2−Bn−3 = 12αn1 is B
(p1)
n = 18 (1+
p
2)n+1. Simi-
larly a particular solution for Bn −Bn−1−3Bn−2−Bn−3 = 12αn2 is B
(p2)
n = 18 (1−
p
2)n+1.
Therefore Bn =B (h)n +nB (p1)n +nB (p2)n
= 4+3
p
2
16(1+p2)2 (1+
p
2)n − 1
8
p
2
(1−p2)n + n
8
(1+p2)n+1+ n
8
(1−p2)n+1
= (6+4
p
2)(1+p2)n−2−2(1−p2)n +2p2n(1+p2)n+1+2p2n(1−p2)n+1
16
p
2
.
But 6+4p2= 2(1+p2)2. Thus
Bn = 2(1+
p
2)n −2(1−p2)n +2p2n(1+p2)n+1+2p2n(1−p2)n+1
16
p
2
= (1+
p
2)n(
p
2n+2n+1)+ (1−p2)n(p2n−2n−1)
8
p
2
= (1+
p
2)n(n(1+p2)+n+1)+ (1−p2)n(n(p2−1)−n−1)
8
p
2
= 1
4
[
(1+p2)n(n(1+p2)+ (n+1))− (1−p2)n(n(1−p2)+ (n+1))
2
p
2
]
= 1
4
[
n
(
(1+p2)n+1− (1−p2)n+1)+ (n+1)((1+p2)n − (1−p2)n)
2
p
2
]
= nPn+1+ (n+1)Pn
4
.
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Theorem 4.14. Let n be the width of the domain to accrete. Then the expected density
ρ(n), as t →∞, is given by
ρ(n)= 1
n
b ·w
||w||1
= nPn+1+ (n+1)Pn
4nQn
. (4.11)
Moreover
ρ(∞)= 1+
p
2
8
. (4.12)
Proof. Using Lemmas 4.12, and 4.13, equation 4.11 is proved.
To prove (4.12), notice first that since |1−p2| < 1 then limn→∞(1−
p
2)n = 0.
Now,
ρ(∞)= lim
n→∞ρ(n)= limn→∞
nPn+1+ (n+1)Pn
4nQn
= lim
n→∞
1
8
p
2
n(1+p2)n+1+ (n+1)(1+p2)n
n(1+p2)n
= 1
8
p
2
(2+p2)= 1+
p
2
8
.
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Appendix A
RSA SIMULATION PROGRAM CODE
1 #include <iostream>
2
3 #define SIDE num
4 #define INTSIZE sysbit
The number in the definition of SIDE is used to determine the size of the domain which
is given by (2num∗sysbit)2, where INTSIZE is either 32 or 64, depending of the integer
size of the system. This way we guarantee the domain will have a power of 2 rows (and
columns) which allows an exhaustive binary tree search using SIDE+5 branch levels in
32-bit systems and SIDE+6 branch levels in 64-bit systems.
5 unsigned int Side=(1<<SIDE);
6 unsigned int Domain[(1<<SIDE)][(1<<SIDE)*INTSIZE];
7 unsigned int AvailableInDomain[(1<<SIDE)][(1<<SIDE)*INTSIZE];
8 unsigned int NumAvailableSpots;
9 unsigned int NumAvailableInDomain[(1<<SIDE)][(1<<SIDE)*INTSIZE];
The array Domainwill store the actual result of the experiment, while AvailableInDomain
will store “1” not only on the spot to be filled but also on the empty near-neighbours,
allowing us to determine how many available spots are left. NumAvailableInDomain
stores integers between 0 and INTSIZE, used for the column search.
10 short NumLevels=log_2(sysbit) +SIDE;
11 int NumAvailablePerLevel[log_2(sysbit) +SIDE][INTSIZE*(1<<SIDE)];
12 int Branches[log_2(sysbit) +SIDE+1];
The array NumAvailablePerLevel stores the number of available spot per level per
branch and Branches is an auxiliary array used both, to update the NumAvailablePerLevel
array and to determine the spot to search in the corresponding row.
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13 typedef struct {
14 unsigned int row;
15 unsigned int block;
16 unsigned short spotinblock;
17 short pow;
18 } position;
The position data structure contains the row, block in the row and the position in that
block obtained after the binary tree search. Then the spotinblock is used to find the
number of positions needed to shift in the block, which is stored in pow.
19 typedef struct {
20 unsigned int top;
21 unsigned int bot;
22 short left;
23 unsigned int lblock;
24 short right;
25 unsigned int rblock;
26 } NearNeighbors;
Since we are working on square torii, to determine the near-neighbors of the spot to
be filled, we need to check whether the spot is on the top, bottom or a middle row, as
well as if the position in the block and the block itself is the left-most, right-most or
neither. All this information is stored in the NearNeighbors structure once the position
is determined.
27 void ResetAllBinTree(){
28 int k=1;
29 NumAvailableSpots=Side*Side*INTSIZE*INTSIZE;
30
31 for (int j=0; j<Side*INTSIZE; j++){
32 for (int i=0; i<Side; i++){
33 Domain[i][j]=0;
34 AvailableInDomain[i][j]=0;
35 NumAvailableInDomain[i][j]=INTSIZE;
36 }
37 }
38 for (int j=0; j<(NumLevels); j++){
39 k=2*k;
40 for (int i=0; i<k; i++){
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41 NumAvailablePerLevel[j][i]=NumAvailableSpots/k;
42 }
43 }
44 for (int i=0; i<(NumLevels+1); i++)
45 Branches[i]=0;
46 }
47 void GetBinTreeBranches(unsigned int spot){
48
49 int nextlevelspot=spot;
50 int j=0;
51
52 for (int i=0; i<(NumLevels); i++){
53 if (nextlevelspot<=NumAvailablePerLevel[i][2*j]){
54 j=2*j;
55 nextlevelspot=nextlevelspot;
56 }
57 else {nextlevelspot=nextlevelspot-NumAvailablePerLevel[i][2*j];
58 j=2*j+1;}
59 Branches[i]=j;
60 }
61 Branches[NumLevels]=nextlevelspot;
62 }
GetBinTreeBranches is the function that searches the row that corresponds to the ran-
domly chosen spot. In the for loop (lines 52–60) takes place the selection of the branch
for each level and is stored in the Branches array. After the for loop ends, we get for free
the spot in the resulting row, which is stored in the last entry of Branches (line 61).
63 position GetPositionBinTree(unsigned int spot){
64
65 position p;
66 p.row=0;
67 p.block=0;
68 p.pow=0;
69
70 GetBinTreeBranches(spot);
71 p.row=Branches[NumLevels-1];
72
73 unsigned int spotinrow=Branches[NumLevels];
74 unsigned int available = NumAvailableInDomain[0][p.row];
75 unsigned int temp;
76
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77 while (spotinrow > available){
78 p.block++;
79 temp=available;
80 available+=NumAvailableInDomain[p.block][p.row];
81 }
82 if (p.block==0)
83 p.spotinblock=spotinrow;
84 else
85 p.spotinblock=spotinrow-temp;
86
87 temp=p.spotinblock;
88 while (temp>0){
89 if ((AvailableInDomain[p.block][p.row]&(1<<(p.pow)))==0){
90 temp--;
91 }
92 p.pow++;
93 }
94 p.pow--;
95
96 return p;
97 }
The function GetPositionBinTree takes as argument a randomly chosen integer spot ∈
{1, . . . ,NumAvailableSpots} and returns the position p in the Domain. First it invokes
GetBinTreeBranches (line 70) to find, using a binary tree search, the row where the
spot lies (line 71) and then uses the Branches[NumLevels] to determine the block (lines
77–81) and the position in the block (lines 82–94).
98 int spotTBBorderType(position p){
99 int bordercase=0;
100 if (p.row==0)
101 bordercase=1; //Top border
102 if (p.row==Side*INTSIZE-1)
103 bordercase=2; //Bottom border
104 return bordercase;
105 }
106
107 int spotLRBorderType(position p){
108 int bordercase=0;
109 if ((p.block==0)&&(p.pow==0))
110 bordercase=1; //Left border
111 if ((p.block==Side-1)&&(p.pow==INTSIZE-1))
112 bordercase=2; //Right border
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113 return bordercase;
114 }
Both spotTBBorderType and spotLRBorderType are flags to help localize the near-
neighbors of the spot to be filled. In case of the TB (top/bottom), 0 means in the middle,
1 on the top (row 0) and 2 on the bottom (row INTSIZE-1). In case of the LR (left/right),
0 means in the middle, 1 the leftmost of the leftmost block and 2 the rightmost of the
rightmost block.
115 NearNeighbors localizeNearNeighbors(position p){
116 NearNeighbors nn;
117 switch (spotTBBorderType(p)){
118 case 0:
119 nn.top=p.row-1;
120 nn.bot=p.row+1;
121 break;
122 case 1:
123 nn.top=Side*INTSIZE-1;
124 nn.bot=p.row+1;
125 break;
126 case 2:
127 nn.top=p.row-1;
128 nn.bot=0;
129 break;
130 }
131 switch (spotLRBorderType(p)){
132 case 0:
133 if (p.pow>0){
134 nn.left=p.pow-1;
135 nn.lblock=p.block;
136 }
137 else{
138 nn.left=(INTSIZE-1);
139 nn.lblock=p.block-1;
140 }
141 if (p.pow<(INTSIZE-1)){
142 nn.right=p.pow+1;
143 nn.rblock=p.block;
144 }
145 else{
146 nn.right=0;
147 nn.rblock=p.block+1;
148 }
149 break;
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150 case 1:
151 nn.left=(INTSIZE-1);
152 nn.lblock=Side-1;
153 nn.right=p.pow+1;
154 nn.rblock=p.block;
155 break;
156 case 2:
157 nn.left=p.pow-1;
158 nn.lblock=p.block;
159 nn.right=0;
160 nn.rblock=0;
161 break;
162 }
163 return nn;
164 }
Using the spot??BorderType flags (lines 117 and 131), the localizeNearNeighbors
determines the positions of all near-neighbors of the spot to be filled.
165 void updateAvailableDomainBinTree(unsigned int spot){
166 short t=0;
167 short m=1;
168 short b=0;
169 position p = GetPositionBinTree(spot);
170 NearNeighbors nn = localizeNearNeighbors(p);
171
172 NumAvailableInDomain[p.block][p.row]--;
173
174 if ((AvailableInDomain[p.block][nn.top]&(1<<p.pow))==0){
175 t++;
176 NumAvailableInDomain[p.block][nn.top]--;
177 }
178 if ((AvailableInDomain[nn.lblock][p.row]&(1<<nn.left))==0){
179 m++;
180 NumAvailableInDomain[nn.lblock][p.row]--;
181 }
182 if ((AvailableInDomain[nn.rblock][p.row]&(1<<nn.right))==0){
183 m++;
184 NumAvailableInDomain[nn.rblock][p.row]--;
185 }
186 if ((AvailableInDomain[p.block][nn.bot]&(1<<p.pow))==0){
187 b++;
188 NumAvailableInDomain[p.block][nn.bot]--;
189 }
190
191 int level=NumLevels-1;
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192 for (int i=0; i<=level; i++){
193 NumAvailablePerLevel[level-i][nn.top>>i]-=t;
194 NumAvailablePerLevel[level-i][p.row>>i]-=m;
195 NumAvailablePerLevel[level-i][nn.bot>>i]-=b;
196 }
197
198
199 AvailableInDomain[p.block][nn.top]|=(1<<p.pow);
200 AvailableInDomain[p.block][p.row]|=(1<<p.pow);
201 AvailableInDomain[p.block][nn.bot]|=(1<<p.pow);
202 AvailableInDomain[nn.lblock][p.row]|=(1<<nn.left);
203 AvailableInDomain[nn.rblock][p.row]|=(1<<nn.right);
204
205 Domain[p.block][p.row]|=(1<<p.pow);
206
207 NumAvailableSpots-=(t+m+b);
208 }
The principal function, updateAvailableDomainBinTree receives an argument the
randomly generated number between 1 and NumAvailableSpots, calls the functions
GetPositionBinTree (line 169) and localizeNearNeighbors (line 170) and with that
information updates the content ofNumAvailableInDomain (lines 172–189, 199–203),
then it updates the NumAvailablePerLevel Binary Tree data (lines 191–196), as well as
the Domain and the NumAvailableSpots.
209 void printbin(unsigned int block){
210 for (int i=0; i<INTSIZE; i++){
211 if ((block & (1<<i))==0)
212 printf("0");
213 else printf("1");
214 }
215 }
216
217 void printbintofile(unsigned int block, FILE * pf){
218 for (int i=0; i<INTSIZE; i++){
219 if ((block & (1<<i))==0)
220 fprintf(pf,"0");
221 else fprintf(pf,"1");
222 }
223 }
224
225 void printdomainBinTree(int domain){
226 for (int j=0; j<Side*INTSIZE; j++){
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227 for (int i=0; i<Side; i++){
228 if (domain==0)
229 printbin(Domain[i][j]);
230 else
231 printbin(AvailableInDomain[i][j]);
232 }
233 printf("\n");
234 }
235 }
236
237 void printdomaintofile(FILE * pf){
238
239 pf = fopen("/Users/pablito/Documents/programs/RSA.dat","w");
240
241 for (int j=0; j<Side*INTSIZE; j++){
242 for (int i=0; i<Side; i++){
243 printbintofile(Domain[i][j],pf);
244 }
245 fprintf(pf,"\n");
246 }
247 fclose(pf);
248 }
249
250
251 void printdomaintoEPSfile(FILE * pf){
252
253 int size=Side*INTSIZE;
254 pf = fopen("/Users/pablito/Documents/doctorado/programs/RSA.ps","w");
255
256 fprintf(pf,"%%!PS-Adobe-3.0 EPSF-3.0\n\n");
257 fprintf(pf,"%%%%BoundingBox: %d %d %d %d\n\n", 0, 0, 288, 288);
258 fprintf(pf,"gsave\n");
259 fprintf(pf,"0 0 translate\n");
260 fprintf(pf,"%d %d scale\n", 288, 288);
261 fprintf(pf,"%d %d 1 [%d 0 0 %d 0 0]\n", size, size, size, size);
262 fprintf(pf,"{<");
263 for (int j=0; j<size; j++){
264 for (int i=Side-1; i>=0; i--){
265 fprintf(pf,"%x",(~Domain[i][j]));
266 }
267 }
268 fprintf(pf,">}\n\n");
269 fprintf(pf,"image\n");
270 fprintf(pf,"grestore\n");
271
272 fclose(pf);
273 }
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274
275
276 int main() {
277
278 srand ( time(NULL) );
279
280 FILE * pfile;
281 unsigned int spot;
282 unsigned int count;
283 long double temp=0;
284
285 pfile = fopen("/Users/pablito/Documents/programs/RSA.dat","w");
286
287 for (int k=0;k<100000;k++){
288 ResetAllBinTree();
289 count=0;
290 while(NumAvailableSpots>0){
291 spot = rand() % NumAvailableSpots + 1;
292 updateAvailableDomainBinTree(spot);
293 count++;
294 }
295
296 fprintf(pfile,"%u\n",count);
297 temp=(k*temp+count)/(k+1);
298 printf("%5d\t%u\t%1.10Lf\n",k+1,count,temp/(Side*Side*INTSIZE*INTSIZE));
299 }
300 printf("\n%u\n\n\n", NumAvailableSpots);
301 fclose(pfile);
302
303 return 0;
304 }
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